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Amazon's Response to COVID-19 JEMBER Gate - the song entitled 'Cynthia Loire' was written and sung by Andmesh Kalang. The video clip of The Sinta Loire song was released on November 1, 2018 on the official Youtube HITS Records. Since its release until this article was published, the amazing love video has been viewed more
than 211 million times and liked by 1.5 million people. Read more: The case of the new owner Warung after the death certificate Metro TV editor Here are the lyrics to the song 'Love is amazing' the first time I saw you make heart wants you to be quiet hear a beautiful voice say helloGeloranya this heart I can't believe this feeling is always
unhingedIt for you reading this song from ordinary peopleThan my love for you is amazing read too: show again rejected project HIP Law, Head Of Alumni 212: Don't be 10 thousand, 1 million more we would tell me I don't have any flowers I have no treasure i have no other than the pro heartulus for you now love is my introduction to you,
look at you like the angel beauty of eyesManis smile your long black lips your hair is gracefully connected this feeling is unbearable this heart is always for you also read : Running out of money, this Russian Backpacker is a month old and sleeps in Ngurah Ray Park Bali page 2 andmesh as ling release even old songs later / Instagram /
@andmeshkamaleng_ Merdeka.com - Title: Extraordinary Love The First Time I Saw You Heart Wants You To Be Quiet To Hear A Beautiful Voice Greeting The Voice of This Heart I don't think this feeling is right for all of you thank you this song from a normal personIonMy is amazing I have no flowers I have no treasure I have no
treasure I have only a sincere heart for you today changes today changes now love is present you look at you like beautiful Angeline Eyes you smile sweet lips long black hair you are safely constrained this feeling unbearable this heart is too much for you to accept this song of ordinary peopleThat my love for you is amazing I have only
flowers I have no treasure I have only heartulus loyal to you accept this song from an ordinary personthat my love for you is amazing I have no flowers I have no but a heart loyal to you
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